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For next time:
•Midterm #1: BRING YOUR STUDENT 
ID and a #2 pencil

•Midterm will last 30 minutes, then 20 
minutes of lecture.

•Read Slater and Freedman 3-5 and 3-6 if 
you haven't already.

•Focus on 3-6 on Gravity
•We will touch on topics in 3-5 as well!
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Objectives
•Kepler’s 3rd law (details in previous lecture notes)
•Correctly predict the motion of two falling objects 

dropped near the Earth’s surface. (Lecture, 3.5)
•Discuss the importance of Newton’s work in 

understanding the solar system. (3.6)
•Identify whether acceleration is occurring given a 

description of a physical situation (“Speaking 
Physics”, 3.5, 3.6)

•Explain that Kepler’s Laws were based solely on 
observation with no understanding of why they 
were correct. (3.4, 3.6)
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Due Soon 
•Post-labs and Assignments are due almost 

every Friday.
•If you didn’t sign up for an observing 

project you are doing Galaxy Zoo.
•Midterm 1 is Next Week!

•LOOK at the study guide in moodle!
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Kepler’s Three Laws: 
1.Planetary orbits are ellipses with the Sun at 

one Focus. 
2.Planets sweep out equal area of their orbits 

in equal time.
3.A planet’s orbital period, P, is related to its 

semi-major axis distance from the Sun, a, by 
the relationship P2 = ka3 
(where k is constant).

•Note: Kepler had no idea why his laws were 
correct!
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Lecture Tutorial 

•“Kepler’s Third Law” on pages 17-19 of 
Lecture Tutorials Book.

•Rules:
•You must work in groups of at least 2 and 

no more than 4.
•You must come to an agreement on all 

answers BEFORE writing them down.
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Clicker Question
•Consider a planet orbiting the Sun. If the 
mass of the planet doubled but the planet 
stayed at the same orbital distance, then 
the planet would take 

A)more than twice as long to orbit the Sun. 
B)exactly twice as long to orbit the Sun
C)the same amount of time to orbit the Sun. 
D)exactly half as long to orbit the Sun. 
E)less than half as long to orbit the Sun.
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What is k?
•P2 = ka3 
   P is the orbital period
   a is the semi-major axis
         (a.k.a. “avg. distance from Sun”)
   k is a constant (we need to figure it out)

•Figuring out what k is for the Solar System...
•How long does it take the Earth to go around the 

Sun?  Choose the simplest units.
•How far is the Earth from the Sun?  Choose the 

simplest units.
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What is k? (2)

•P = 1 year (for Earth)
•a = 1 AU (for Earth)
•so with these units k = 1   

•Meaning: we can use k = 1 for anything orbiting 
the Sun!

•WARNING: k ≠ 1 in other situations!

P2 = ka3 → k = P
2

a3
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Kepler’s Laws Elsewhere
•Kepler’s Laws apply to 

any object orbiting any 
other object.  Including ...

• binary stars (two stars 
orbiting each other).

•stars orbiting the center 
of the Galaxy.

•Galaxies orbiting other 
galaxies.
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Binary Stars and Kepler’s 3rd law

•Stars in Binary System also obey Kepler’s 
Third Law:

P2 = ka3 where 
    P is the orbital period (equal for both stars)
     a is the semi-major axis
         (using “half the large diameter” meaning
           of semi-major axis 
           instead of avg. distance from Sun)

•k is different for other star systems (compared to the 
Sun).
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Kepler’s Three Laws: 
•These are Empirical Laws, not Theoretical

1.Planetary orbits are ellipses with the Sun at 
one Focus. 

2.Planets sweep out equal area of their orbits 
in equal time.

3.A planet’s orbital period, P, is related to its 
semi-major axis distance from the Sun, a, by 
the relationship P2 = ka3 
(where k is constant).
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Brace yourself...
•Explaining why Kepler's Laws occur will 
require we confront ....

Physics
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Galileo Gets Gravity

a.k.a. Explaining what an Orbit is
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Clicker Question
•Why do Astronauts float in 
the Space Shuttle?

A)Gravity is weaker farther from 
the Earth

B)There is no gravity in space.
C)They fall at the same rate as the 

Shuttle.
D)None of the above.

Astronaut Marsha 
Ivins works in on the 
Space Shuttle while 
her hair floats all 
around her. 
Credit: NASA.

Might seem unrelated to current material...it is related!
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The “Why” of Kepler’s Laws

•Kepler’s 3rd Law indicates that orbital 
speed doesn’t depend on the mass of the 
planet orbiting.

•Why? 

•HINT: Turns out mass independence is a basic 
property of gravity, discovered by Galileo.
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The Beginning of Astrophysics

•Galileo started applying the results of his 
physics experiments done on Earth to the 
behavior of the heavens.

•Subtle Change in Mindset: 
This is the beginning of the idea that the 
rules for the behavior of natural systems 
on Earth could be applied to the heavens.  
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Galileo's Physics Experiments

•Galileo had experimentally 
shown two facts about the nature 
of motion on Earth

1.An object at rest will remain at rest 
and an object in motion will remain in 
motion at constant speed unless acted 
upon.

2.All objects, regardless of their weight, 
fall at the same rate as long as air 
resistance is not important.
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Galileo on the Moon

•A feather and hammer fall at different speeds.
•Galileo said this was due to air resistance (a force).
•Demonstrated by Apollo 15 astronaut David Scott.

Trivia: The Apollo 15 Lunar 
Lander was nicknamed 
“Falcon”.
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The “Why” of Kepler’s Laws

•How are orbits like falling?
•Are circles and ellipses to only possible 
orbit shapes?
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Newton’s Thought Experiment

•As horizontal launch 
speed increases, ball 
takes longer to fall.

•Eventually, as the 
object moves fast 
enough and falls, it 
simply misses the 
Earth.

•Object continues 
missing the Earth...
this is an orbit. 

Credit: RobotGuy 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvTHPEj37RM
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What are Orbits?
•OLD 

DEFINITION:
To orbit an object 
is to move around 
an object.

•MODERN
DEFINITION: 
To orbit an object 
is to fall around 
an object.

From Issac Newton’s Principia (1687) 
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Non-Elliptiical Orbital Shapes

What if you fire the cannonball even faster than necessary for an orbit???

If you move faster than necessary for 
circular orbit, other orbital shapes 
possible!

If you move too slow, you hit 
the ground before orbit 
completes.

Physics for the Inquiring Mind, Ch. 22, Fig. 29
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The “Why” of Kepler’s Laws: Kepler’s 1st law

•Kepler’s 1st law: Orbits are ellipses with 
the Sun at one focus... 

•a natural result of objects 
moving at different speeds
 "falling" under the
 influence of gravity.

•Newton extends 
Kepler's 1st law by 
allowing for two 
other sorts of 
“open orbits” 
(parabolic, hyperbolic)
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Clicker Question
•Why do Astronauts float in 
the Space Shuttle?

A)Gravity is weaker farther from 
the Earth
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Space Shuttle while 
her hair floats all 
around her. 
Credit: NASA.
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Science unites the Heavens and Earth

•Issac Newton united the physics on 
    Earth (e.g. – falling apples) 
to the physics of the
    heavens (e.g. – orbiting planets).

•In the process, explained why Kepler's 
Laws of planetary motion worked.
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